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Where would you rather undergo coronary bypass surgery? At a hospital where mistakes and concerns that occurred during prior surgeries of other hospital patients are analyzed to develop and implement surgical policies that can help avoid similar future mistakes and obtain better patient results? Or at a hospital where surgical mistakes and concerns are regretted, but not analyzed as part of an ongoing program of quality improvement? The answer, of course, is obvious, and formed the Oregon legislature’s rationale for enacting the state’s medical “peer review” privilege statute, ORS 41.675, in 1963.

Oregon’s medical peer review privilege statute provides protections to encourage medical service providers to engage in a robust peer review process. The protections of ORS 41.675 apply in the context of “peer review bodies” of entities such as hospitals, emergency service providers, medical staff committees of the Department of Corrections, and certain health care facilities such as skilled nursing facilities. The statutory privilege does not apply to assisted living or other residential care facilities.

Under ORS 41.675, “data” provided to a “peer review body” is privileged and not admissible in evidence in any judicial, administrative, arbitration, or mediation proceeding. The statute broadly defines “data” as “all oral communications or written reports to a peer review body, and all notes or records created by or at the direction of a peer review body, including the communications, reports, notes or records created in the course of an investigation undertaken at the direction of a peer review body.”

In construing Oregon’s peer review statute, courts have explained that even though Oregon courts follow the federal view that evidentiary privileges should be strictly construed, courts have noted the broad language of the peer review privilege statute. In Dodel v. Conmed, Inc., the plaintiff alleged that the defendants failed to provide proper medical treatment to a county jail prisoner. The plaintiff filed a motion to compel production of two letters related to the medical treatment. The defendants claimed the letters contained “data” provided to a peer review body and so fell under Oregon’s peer review statute. The first letter, from the Oregon State Hospital to one of the defendants, raised concerns about the procedures and protocols for transporting patients from the jail to the hospital. The second letter, from another defendant, was a direct response to those concerns. It addressed the procedures and protocols and discussed how
they may be improved in the future. The court agreed with the defendants, finding that because the letters were “written to and from a medical provider, for the purpose of bona fide peer review,” they were subject to the privilege.\(^9\)

As explained in a 2014 United States District Court of Oregon decision, the peer review statute’s protections are not unlimited. In Roberts v. Legacy Meridian Park Hosp., Inc.,\(^10\) a neurological surgeon alleged that his clinical privileges were restricted because of racial animosity and for anticompetitive reasons. The defendants denied the surgeon’s allegations and asserted there were legitimate reasons for the actions taken regarding the surgeon’s surgical privileges. The surgeon moved to compel discovery of ten years’ worth of medical peer review investigations or analyses over the past ten years of the surgeon as well as of certain defendants who were also doctors. Defendants argued that the materials were protected by the peer review privilege. The court rejected defendants’ privilege argument for two reasons. First, the court explained that the Ninth Circuit does not recognize a federal peer review privilege and has expressly declined to create one. The court explained that because the defendants elected to remove the matter from state court to federal court, the defendants “deliberately chose a federal forum to litigate this suit.” Thus, the federal common law of privilege applied, and no federal peer review privilege was applicable to the defendants.\(^11\) Second, even assuming that Oregon’s statutory peer review statute applied, the court explained that the statute includes an express exception that states the peer review data is not privileged in “proceedings in which a health care practitioner contests the denial, restriction or termination of clinical privileges by a health care facility or the denial, restriction or termination of membership in a professional society or any other health care group.”\(^12\) The court found that discovery sought by the plaintiff surgeon fell squarely within the statute’s exception and ordered the defendants to produce the peer review materials subject to a protective order.

Oregon’s medical peer review statute also provides that a person serving on, or communicating information to, any peer review body or a person conducting a peer review investigation may not be examined as to any communication to or from that peer review body or person. Further, service or participation in a peer review body is not subject to an action for civil damages for affirmative actions taken or statements made in good faith.\(^13\) However, a person whose participation in peer review proceedings is in bad faith is not protected by the statute.\(^14\)

Because the peer review/quality assurance privilege is such a valuable tool to improve patient and resident safety and care, attorneys should work closely with their Oregon health care facility clients to make sure appropriate steps are taken to ensure the privilege is understood, properly used, and not inadvertently waived. There are numerous practical steps that can be taken to help to preserve the peer review privilege. First, documents kept in the normal course of business (i.e., medical records of patients and residents, policy manuals, and records required to be kept by applicable law) are generally not peer review documents and are not covered by the privilege.\(^15\) Accordingly, peer review policies and procedures should be developed and implemented to keep data created in the normal course of business separate from legitimate peer review data.\(^16\)

Peer review policies and practices should also ensure that the peer review body actually performs its bona fide peer review function when sensitive peer review data is being created. Generally, this means that the purpose of the data should be to improve quality of care, and the data should contain peer review analysis, not just a recitation of facts.

Peer review data should also be clearly labeled as such. For example, written reports to a peer review body, and all notes or records created by or at the direction of the peer review body, should be marked with words such as “Peer Review Document – Privileged and Not Subject to Disclosure.” Once the peer review materials are properly segregated and identified, steps should be taken to make sure the materials are not disseminated or reviewed by persons outside the peer review committee.

Attorneys representing the parties should carefully analyze whether they should assert both state and federal claims and whether to remove an action to federal court. As noted by the Roberts court, federal common law of privilege applies where there are federal questions and pendent state law claims, and the “Ninth Circuit does not recognize a federal peer review privilege and has expressly declined to create one,” whenever a peer review privilege may be at issue.

Additionally, attorneys who represent skilled nursing facilities (“SNFs”) should work with the SNFs to also make sure they comply with the specific requirements of federal statutes that require such facilities to “maintain a quality assessment and assurance committee.”\(^17\) Under these regulations, the quality assurance committees must consist of the director of nursing services, a physician designated by the facility, and at least three other members of the facility’s staff. Such committees must meet at least quarterly to identify issues with respect to which quality assessment and assurance activities are necessary and to develop and implement appropriate plans of action to correct identified quality deficiencies.

Oregon’s medical peer review privilege statute offers medical service providers important protections in exchange for the providers engaging in bona fide activities that are covered by the privilege in order to improve medical care. While the statute contains broad language, it also contains specific limitations and applicable requirements. Accordingly, appropriate steps should be taken to establish and maintain the privilege.
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We find ourselves in an age of fast food, fast transportation, and fast communication. Scientific advances are conditioning us to expect instant communication, instant responses, and instant gratification.

The business world recognizes that a businessperson who cannot get his or her point across in 30 seconds or less will not be persuasive. When we rise to our feet in court, put pen to paper, or key information into a computer, we should be guided by the same principle.

1. Attention Span.

Frank notes that the human mind has an attention span of approximately 30 seconds. Try to concentrate for a moment on a single object, such as a pencil. You will find that in about 30 seconds your mind begins to wander unless additional action recaptures your attention. This simple test corroborates what television, radio, and newsprint advertisers have known for years: You need to capture someone's attention, get your message across with high impact, and then stop within 30 seconds.

Time a few commercials on television. I believe you will find that the most effective ones are those that last 30 seconds or less and follow the methodology set forth below.

2. Courtroom Application.

I have been told and have come to believe that no legal argument that cannot be explained to a colleague in a three-minute elevator ride will be successful. And if you don’t catch that colleague’s attention in the first 30 seconds, the other two and a half minutes will be wasted. One of the most challenging tasks of our practice is to reduce complex, complicated cases to brief, clear, concise contentions that persuade. The first 30 seconds are the most crucial.

3. Methodology.

Set forth below is a brief summary of the points made by Frank in his book. For the most part, they are the same points that trial-technique advocates preach and that experience confirms are valid.

a. Identify your objective.

b. Reduce your objective to a single persuasive sentence.

c. Identify an approach to your objective that will take into consideration the needs and interest of your listener (fact-finder).